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adding a texture pack is an easy process on bedrock edition of minecraft. if you want to add the
texture pack to bedrock, follow the steps below: 1. copy the texture pack folder in the folder packs.
2. then, in the folder packs, you will find categorically divided subfolders of texture packs. open the
one whose texture you want to apply. 3. in the folder, click on the texture pack and then press the
add to game button. this will add the texture pack to your game. just like in the previous steps, you
should remove the folder before deleting the files. 4. finally, save the game and proceed to the next
step. if you are on java edition of minecraft, you can install a texture pack with a.zip file extension

only. you can also choose one of the many texture packs in-app and apply it to specific items. but if
you dont want to do it all manually, you can also choose one of the many texture packs in-game. to

add a texture pack, simply follow the steps below: ares resource packs are a great way to add a
texture pack to bedrock edition of minecraft. all you need to add the packs are: 1. extract the beds

resource packs in a new folder. you can use any file management software to extract it. if you are on
windows, you can right-click on the file and choose the extract option. 2. then, in the newly extracted

folder, you will find categorically divided subfolders of textures.
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4. now, you can open that png texture in paint. edit it and make the necessary changes to your
liking. then save it in the same folder as the original texture and repeat the process for all textures.
5. now, you can make the next step. go to the main folder that had the textures subfolder earlier. 6.

next, you can use notepad or any other text editor to create a new text file. name the file as the
same as the original and put the following code in it: { pack: { pack_format: 7, description: [your
custom description] } } 7. now, you can repeat the process with the remaining textures that you

have not yet edited. once you are done with the remaining textures, all you need to do is replace the
resource pack that you are using with the custom resource pack that you just prepared. you can

either replace the resource packs texture folder or replace the resource packs meta file. this method
does not allow you to edit the game files. however, this method can be used to create a base texture
pack for java edition and then you can use the tools that we have mentioned in the guide. once you

are done editing, make sure to replace the old resource pack with the new one. if you are on
windows, you can use 7-zip to replace the files instead of using the built-in file manager. 5ec8ef588b
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